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Winter Pond Closings 

 Yep, it’s that time of year again.  The leaves are falling like crazy and 

I’ve had to cover my ponds with screening to keep the leaves out.  My Koi 

are still active and hungry and they let me know this every time I check 

them out. 

 We used to have 14 ponds here where we imported, bred and rais-

ing Japanese Koi.  I loved every second of it then and I love every second 

of it now.  Every year I have some small spawns which allows me to nur-

ture these beautiful fish all summer.   

 This years spawn hatched June 3rd and they are now anywhere 

from 1 1/2” to 2 1/2”.  This year’s spawn was very small and over this year I 

have heard from many people whose Koi did not spawn at all. 

 So, how do I take care of my Koi over the winter.  Well, my ponds 

don’t have plants in them, except in the fry pond which has about 5 hya-

cinths.  For myself, because I’m more into breeding and enjoying Koi and 

because we have great bio-filters, plants are not a necessity for me. 

 What I do is to make water changes from the bottom of each of my 

ponds right up until the water starts to freeze in late fall.  The reason why I 

do this is to remove the excess toxins which are at the bottom of the pond 

where the fish stay during the winter months.  As we all know, when your 

ponds water temperature reaches 50*F., you must stop feeding your fish.  

They should be nice and plump so that they can get through the winter.  If 

water conditions have been good in your pond and the fish have been eat-

ing well, their immune systems will be stronger for them to go through the 

winter. 

   To keep my ponds open in the 

winter, I use de-icing cords which are used to 

keep snow off of the roof.  I got this great idea 

from Ron Bain, your past President.  Now, in 

saying this, I do not recommend using these 

cords because they are not being used as they 

should.   

cont’d on page 3 
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Upcoming Events 

October 1, 2013:   

 Our next meeting will be on Tuesday Octo-

ber 1, 2013 at 7:30 p.m. with guest Speaker Jeff 

from DeGroot’s to discuss Bubbling Rocks and Wa-

terfalls. 

President 

Ron Urry………………………..519-542-5624 

Vice President 

Paul Kleinsmith…...……………519-542-9658 

pauldk1965@hotmail.com 

Secretary 

Evelyn Dixon…………………..519-882-4966 

edixon3@cogeco.ca 

Treasurer 

Bob Slack………………..…519-519-882-2524 

gayle.slack@sympatico.ca 

Membership 

Evelyn Dixon…………………..519-882-4966 

edixon3@cogeco.ca 

Newsletter 

Lorraine Gregson……………….519-649-5019 

koilady@execulink.com 

The Ponders’ Edge 

Water Garden Consultants 

Since 1982 

 

 Call Lorraine @  519-649-5019 or 

koilady@execulink.com for free telephone and on line consul-

tations on all aspects of the pond hobby.     

 Get rid of green water & hair algae by making your 

own bio-filter and learn how to heal any sick fish you may 

have.  Join the Forest City Pond Club or the 

Blue Water Pond Club to learn more about 

this wonderful hobby. 

Koi are also for sale year round. 

 

Tailed Frog   (Ascaphus truei) 

 

http://canadianbiodiversity.mcgill.ca/english/species/

herps/herppages/Asc_tru.htm 

 

 Termed "primitive" by some, we prefer 

referring to the tailed frogs (Family Ascaphidae) 

as being "least different from the common an-

cestor of frogs". While lacking true tails as 

adults, they retain the tail-wagging muscles of 

their ancestors. The tail-like organ of males used 

in reproduction should not be confused with a true tail although 

it may resemble one. Another distinctive feature of the species is 

the vertical pupils in bright light, a characteristic they share only 

with the two other Canadian anurans, the spadefoots. Found 

along the lower coast of British Columbia, the tiny (51mm) tailed 

frog live in and along clear, cold streams in humid forests. As a 

result, extensive lumbering may endanger the species in some ar-

eas. 
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Winter Pond Closings 

cont’d from front page 

 

 I make sure that the cords don’t get plugged in while I am placing them 

at the bottom of the pond.  I have GFI’s around the pond so if there was a 

problem, the electricity would turn off immediately.  I should also mention 

that the only ponds we have left now are 8’ x 8’ and only about two feet deep 

because they are just holding tanks. 

 We then place two 8 foot sheets of plywood across the top of these 

ponds, placing sheets of Styrofoam on top and then a tarp on top of that.  We also have three 

airstones going in each pond placed to the side of the pond so that the bottom is not disturbed. 

 As for plants, it is suggested that you cut your lilies and other plants back and place them at the 

bottom of the pond.  It is said that coontails and other bog plants can be left where they have been 

in the pond and will survive the winter just fine.  Because I don’t use bog plants, I can only tell you 

what I have read. 

Will my Koi cross with Goldfish? 
 

 

h t t p : / / w w w . a q u a m e d s . c o m / a r t i c l e s / a r t i c l e ?

article_id=30#.UkoIiahza1s 

 

 It sounds a little odd but it is important to know 

that Koi and Goldfish will cross if kept in the same pond. 

 These koi-goldfish hybrids will grow to be bigger 

than a goldfish but smaller than a koi. Although studies 

have revealed that the hybrids are anatomically intact, 

they are sterile. Therefore, you can only get koi-goldfish 

hybrids by mating koi and goldfish; the hybrids them-

selves will not produce offspring. Also, the hybrids will 

not have barbels.  

 An important aspect to note about keeping koi 

and goldfish together is that you will likely end up with 

baby goldfish 

and baby hy-

brids, but no 

baby koi. While koi will not eat goldfish eggs, the goldfish 

will eat the koi eggs; neither appears to eat the hybrids. 

Many times pond owners will think they have a lot of baby 

koi, but in reality they are just baby goldfish and hybrids. 

Some people like hybrids and some don’t; it’s really a per-

sonal preference. It is important to remember, though, that 

the possibility does exist when keeping koi and goldfish to-

gether in the same pond. 

Goldfish 

Detached dorsal fin 

Rounded under jaw 
Most of the body weight is behind front edge of 

dorsal fin 

Most of body weight as/before front 

edge of dorsal fin 
Serrate spine 

Attached dorsal fin Koi 

Flattened under jaw. 

Serrate spine 
Two pairs of barbels 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=free+bog+plant+images&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=LtjY9smMe4ZFJM&tbnid=tQPwzZ4r7ys1zM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpixabay.com%2Fen%2Freed-aquatic-plant-bog-plants-78716%2F&ei=M_ooUqjGMo-I2gWZ2oCwDg&bvm=bv.5177
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Hello Lorraine, how are you doing?  I received an email from a customer and 

thought you might have some pearls of wisdom for me :-)                      Isa 

       

Sandy writes:    Last year I purchased six butterfly koi from you, a couple 

were 6 inches and the rest four inch.  I lost one to the heron last fall and one 

jumped out of the pond.  However, I think the survivors have been breeding! 

I did not think they were old enough but they are the only fish in my pond 

and eggs are clinging to everything and you can see the other Koi eating them.  It has happened at 

least 4 times since July.  

 

 Yesterday I found 4 babies about an inch long hiding in the plants.   Do you know how old 

the 4 and 6 inch Koi are when you get them?  I am curious to know how old they would be now.  

 

                                    “Thanks Sandy" 
  

Hi Lorraine:  I didn't think 4" Koi would be old enough to breed.  Initially I figured she got some fish 

eggs with water plants, but then I read on in her email, and she mentions eggs are clinging every-

where and Koi are eating them.  If I didn't know better I'd say the eggs are toad spawn.  As you 

know, It's quite hard to see fish eggs unless you pick up plants and look closely, or the eggs are cling-

ing to string algae.      What do you think Lorraine? 

Hey Isa:  So good to hear from you.  I’ve seen and heard this happen before.  It is said that males can 

breed at 2 years old and females at 3.  Many times, the problem is that many of the small fish that 

businesses bring in can be older than 2 or three years, even at a very small  size.  For example, I have 

a one year old spawn and many of them are a good size at 6 inches but a few of them are the size of 

the spawn I had this year, about three inches. 

 It’s not fair that the Koi farmers will send these fish off to wholesalers knowing full well that 

these Koi will remain pretty much the size that they were when sold.  This is not your fault Isa, it hap-

pens all the time.  I’ve even been told that fish that small will not spawn but I’ve seen and heard it 

happen too often to believe that.  It could also be that the wholesalers could be responsible for this 

or it could just be Mother Nature. 

 I hope that this information will be of some help.                                           Hugs, Lorraine 

What do Mink Eat? 

American Minks eat crayfish, small frogs, rodents, rabbits, muskrats, 

fish and ducks.  

 The American Mink, Mustela vison, is a North American mem-

ber of the Mustelidae family found in Alaska, Canada and most of the 

United States. Some have established themselves in the wild in New-

foundland, Europe and South America... More »  

 

Animal Diversity Web - http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/

acco... 

http://www.arkive.org/species/ARK/mammals/Mustela_vison/more_info.html
http://www.arkive.org/species/ARK/mammals/Mustela_vison/more_info.html
http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/accounts/information/Mustela_vison.html
http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/accounts/information/Mustela_vison.html
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KOI/GOLDFISH SPAWNING 

 

http://watergardenclubst.org/spawning.htm 

 

 Koi & Goldfish can and wills pawn in your pond when the time 

and elements are right.  Female and male fish are generally difficult to 

tell apart.  Females are normally larger with substantial girth to them.  

Make no mistake when the spawning months come around in the early 

to mid part of the year, the females will have a swollen underside. 

 The girth of the fish will give away its female identitiy.  This 

swollen belly is due to hundreds of eggs waiting to be expelled.  When 

the fish spawn, you will see several of the thinner males chasing the fe-

males all over the pond, bumping and nudging their sides and stomach 

area.  The males intentions are to initiate the female to release the eggs 

so that they can release their MILT and fertilize the eggs as they are deposited on underwater plant matter like 

parrots feather, water iris, reeds, etc. The fertilized eggs are thrust into a very dangerous world, mostly at the 

mouth of their cannibalistic parents!  If you don’t want fry of Koi or Goldfish, leaving them will minimize any 

making it to adulthood.  There will be fry that make it but numbers will be kept in check, especially by remov-

ing all the eggs you find or the introduction of GAMBUSIA minnows that will turn on the small fry. 

 If your intentions are to insure the largest surviving percentage of fry, immediately take out the eggs so 

neither they nor the fry that will emerge in the days to come are 

eaten by hungry pond mates. 

 If you don’t have underwater plant matter for the fish to lay 

the eggs on, use a brand new  NO CHEMICALS ADDED mop head 

to serve as a wonderful substitute for the eggs to stick to.  It’s much 

cleaner and easier to move as well once the eggs have been depos-

ited.  There are also manufactured spawning ropes and brushes that 

serve the same purpose. 

 Keep the eggs in clean, oxygenated water.  Remove any eggs 

that have a milky solid look to them as they are infertile and as they 

decompose, can affect water conditions and cause a water mold  and 

spread over the good eggs. Once the tiny fry emerge, they feed for days on the small egg yolk attached to 

them as substance.  You will often find some of the fry grow larger 

and faster than others.  These fry are called “TOBIES”.  They will of-

ten eat their smaller siblings for food!     

 Check out this picture where you can see a small fry in the 

stomach of a TOBY! 

 To see a wonderful day by day progression of koi spawning 

and how the fry grow through the stages of early life visit:  http://

www.bickal.com    Once on that site... click the SPAWNING link to 

see all the great pictures and information Greg has compiled with his 

fish and this years spawn. 

http://www.bickal.com/
http://www.bickal.com/
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Blue Water Pond Club GENERAL MEETING 

September 3, 2013 

 At this meeting a gentleman asked if any of the Members knew if 

any of their Koi spawns happened during a full moon.  I did some research 

on this and found that yes, it is possible for this to happen but not necessar-

ily on a regular basis.  If anyone has any questions that they would like an-

swered, please let me know.                                                                                                

Decorating with Japanese Garden Fountains 

 

By Chris Blank , last updated September 17, 2011  

http://www.ask.com/explore/decorating-japanese-garden-fountains 

 

 Decorating with Japanese garden fountains lends a soothing element of refuge to your home or 

garden. Water is an important element in Asian culture and an essential element of Asian-influenced 

design; incorporating water and fountains into your outdoor landscaping scheme can bring an Asian-

inspired atmosphere to your lawn or home. Garden fountains incorporate the soothing visual element 

of water as well as the calming sound associated with gently flowing water. 

Whether you have a generous estate or merely a corner of your living room, there is a Japanese gar-

den fountain that is constructed to fit the scale of your available space. Indoors or out, Asian-

influenced design adds an element of Zen while fulfilling your desire to bring calm and tranquility to 

your corner of the world. 

P r e - b u i l t  o r  N a t u r a l l y  C o n s t r u c t e d  

 If your space is small or you're not handy with 

tools, there are a number of prefabricated and pre-

constructed fountains that can save you the effort of 

constructing a fountain on the premises. Traditional 

Asian fountains are often constructed of bamboo and 

stone. However, gleaming chrome or brushed brass also 

coordinate with Asian-themed garden decor. Add a bit 

of greenery and delicate yet colorful blooms to imply an 

outdoor landscape. 

C o n s t r u c t i n g  a  C u s t o m - B u i l t  G a r d e n  

F o u n t a i n  

 If you elect to construct your own Japanese garden fountain, incorporate the important ele-

ments of framing, stone or gravel, multiple visual focal points and greenery into your design, along 

with the essential element of water. Japanese gardens often feature an element of mystery by framing 

and exposing various elements depending on your location and perspective. 

 Your fountain may feature water running over strategically placed stones, through mossy green-

ery or beneath lotus flowers, water lilies or similar plants. The plants need not be strictly authentically 

Asian. Construct your fountain with curved borders and smooth surfaces, rather than sharp angles. 

Lorraine 

http://www.ask.com/explore/decorating-japanese-garden-fountains#
http://www.ask.com/explore/decorating-japanese-garden-fountains#
http://www.ask.com/explore/decorating-japanese-garden-fountains#
http://www.ask.com/explore/decorating-japanese-garden-fountains#
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Mink & Fox Release in Simcoe 

 

SIMCOE - Animal rights activists have taken credit for the mass 

release of fox and mink at a fur farm east of Simcoe this week. 

 Nearly 500 animals in all were released sometime early Mon-

day morning at the Bollert Fur Farm on Highway 3 west of 

Renton. 

 The culprits did not leave clues to their identity. How-

ever, the Animal Liberation Front has taken responsibility for the incident, which the Norfolk OPP are 

treating as a break-and-enter. 

 “In the early morning of August 26, ALF raided (the Bollert farm) in Simcoe,” a posting at the 

Direct Action website says. “We approached the fur farm and laid down in the tall grass so we could 

watch the guard’s building for any sign of movement. Once we were satisfied it was empty, we cut 

the bands that attach the chain link fence to the poles and then tore a large area of fence down at the 

back of the farm and opened the front gate. We estimate we released about 750 mink and 50 fox.” 

 The Bollert farm is located on Highway 3 on the west side of Renton. The owner is Robert 

Bollert. Bollert referred all inquiries to the Canadian Fur Council.   CFC spokesperson Nancy 

Daigneault said about 500 animals in all were released. Most have been rounded up. The Ministry of 

Natural Resources is assisting with the effort.  Eighty of the released animals were foxes. Of these, 25 

remained on the loose as of Tuesday afternoon. Another 140 mink are missing. 

 Crimes such as this are not common in Canada. Daigneault said there was one animal release 

last year. The release in Renton is the first in Canada reported to the fur council this year. 

 “It’s so disappointing what’s happened to him (Bollert),” Daigneault said. “It’s a nuisance and 

an act of extremism that strikes fear into the heart of any farmer. And it’s a criminal act. It creates a 

lot of stress for the farmer because it’s an attack on his livelihood. It’s terrorism. They are terrorizing 

the farmer. That’s what they are doing.” 

 Daigneault added those responsible are not doing the affected animals any favours. These are 

domesticated animals that rely on humans for survival. They are not, she said, suited for life in the 

wild. 

 Animals raised on fur farms gravitate to highways when they escape, possibly because the 

sound of traffic reminds them of a food cart as it approaches 

their cage.  Daigneault expects many of the missing animals will 

die on the road. In their news release Tuesday, the Norfolk 

OPP said the missing animals pose no danger to the public. 

 In their posting on the Internet, those claiming responsi-

bility said they will not stop until fur farming in Canada is 

brought to its knees. 
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Mink & Fox Release in Simcoe 

cont’d from page 7 

 

“The fox almost seemed to understand what was happening because – once they realized they were 

free – they wasted no time leaving their cages and escaping through the holes we made in the fence. 

 “After the fur farmer’s house lights flicked on, we quickly started pulling off breeding cards and 

tossing them around the empty cages and then made our retreat through the corn fields with a noisy 

group of mink experiencing their first taste of freedom. We won’t stop until this and all fur farms are 

empty.” 

 The statement ends with the initials “ALF.”                                                Monte Sonnenberg 

                   EDITOR’S NOTE:   I  understand the reasons why this organization has released these 

animals, I just don’t think that they thought it through.  Many people who have ponds with Koi & 

Goldfish will not appreciate mink moving into their area and eating the fish in their ponds, especially 

if they have spent lots of money on them 

 Also, there is more feedback on the release of these animals in that many of them have been 

killed on the highway.                                                                                                       Lorraine 

Giant, rare water lilies grow at Bok Tower Gardens 

 

Published: August 20, 2012 4:56 PM EDT 

Updated: August 20, 2012 4:56 PM EDT 

http://www.winknews.com/Local-Florida/2012-08-20/Giant-rare-

water-lilies-grow-at-Bok-Tower-Gardens#.UjHuEqhza1s 

 LAKE WALES, Fla.- Two rare Victoria water lilies have grown 

to an unusually large size at Bok Tower Gardens. Each plant has 20 

or more lily pads that are five foot in diameter. The pads are big 

enough to support the weight of a child. 

 The water lily flowers are 12-inch wide and bloom for only two nights before disappearing under the 

water. The first night’s bloom is white and the second’s bloom is bright pink. The blooms are only open at night 

or in the morning. Visitors are encouraged to arrive to the Gardens before 9:30 a.m. to see the blooms. 

 The lilies are grown in a hot tub in the Gardens’ greenhouse facilities until the pond water reaches 70 

degrees, at which time they are planted out into 100 gallon pots. This year’s mild winter allowed us to set out 

the Victoria water lilies early, giving them a head start. 

 The young plants have foot-wide leaves when planted in the pond but grow very quickly when fed a 

high nitrogen diet. In 60 days the plants grew from covering one square foot to covering over 1,500 square 

feet. The Victoria lilies will grow until cooler fall temperatures arrive in November. 

Visit www.boktowergardens.org or call (863) 676-1408 for more information.  

http://www.boktowergardens.org/

